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Let W be a bounded open subset of Rm with a piecewise smooth boundary 
having finite (rrr - 1) dimensional volume. Consider the variation of temper- 
ature with time as a process in which the state at time t is the spatial temper- 
ature distribution u(t) = u(*, t) E 9s(B), i.e. u( ., a) is a solution of the heat 
equation. Only a rather restricted class in Ys(9) can “arise’‘-that is, can be 
a state with a “past history”; e.g., such a state must be real analytic in 
x (X E 9). We ask, however, whether one could start with a given state-say 
u,, s O-and control the process over some specified finite time interval, 
so as to attain an arbitrarily good approximation to a prescribed state 
ur E Y2(9); “control” here means adjustment of Dirichlet data (values of u 
on ZS’) during the specified time interval. 
The control problem may be formulated more precisely as follows. Let T 
be a specified time interval; without loss of generality we may take T to be 
[- 1, 0). Let W be a space of “admissible control functions” 
w : a9 x T -+ R. Then a “trajectory” of the process, given w E W, is a 
function u( .) = u( .; w) : T + 9,(W) satisfying 
(4 u’ = Au, 
(b) u(- 1) = u,, = 0, 
(c) f.4 law = W. (1) 
The space W must be chosen so that (1) is solvable for w E W, which impli- 
citly requires that the solution u be smooth enough, as a function oft and of x, 
for the conditions (1) to make sense. This will certainly be true if, for example, 
W is taken to be a space of continuous functions on (the compact set) 392 x 2’. 
We may then define a mapping L : W + &.(W) by setting Lw = ~(0; w); 
i.e., Lw is the state at t = 0 of the solution of (1). 
THEOREM. Let u.+ E -Ep2(W) and E > 0 be given; let A be any nonempty 
open subset of &G@ x T. Then there is a control function w with support in A 
such that 1’ U* - Lw iJ < E. 
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REMARK. Letting TV = ItrA he the set of continuous functions with support 
in .4 and letting I~,,, be the restriction of L to H7A , the theorem asserts precisely 
that the range of IJA is dense in 2$(W). 
Before proving the theorem WC note the following. 
LxmI‘4. Let 12 he any nonempty open subset of 2%‘. Then, af v is any function 
on W such that, for some real number TV, 
Av + ~LV -_ 0 on 99, v - 0 on iI%, Z,v = 0 on B 
(“Sy” denotes taking the normaE derivative+?,u(y) = vu . [Vv] (y) for any 
y E W at which E% is smooth enough for the unit outward normal vu at y 
to be defined: we assume thi.s i.s true except at a negligible subset of &%’ where 
8,~ is undejked), then v must vanish identically on 9?. 
PROOF. Let D, be a domain such that I), C 9 and B, -= 811, n B is a 
domain in P.%. Let D, be a domain such that D, C 3’” and R, C an,, n 8.9. 
Thus D, and I), have the domain R, in &%4’ as a common portion of their 
boundaries. T.ct 5 be the function C(X) = 0 in I), u B, . Then the functions 
v and 6 are solutions of da i- CL” -- 0 in 11, and I), , respectively, and these 
functions together with their first derivatives agree on B, . It follows that the 
function I’ defined bv 
V(x) = 0 x E I), u B, 
qy) y v(“y) x E D, u B, 
is a solution of AT,’ A- ~~18. : 0 in I), u D, u B, . (For harmonic functions 
this theorem is proved in [l] page 261. ‘l’hc proof is the same 
for Al. + PV = 0 except that one uses the fundamental singularity appro- 
priate to the present case.) nut then f - is a real analytic function in 
D, u I), u B, and vanishes on the subdomain I), hence is identically zero. 
Thus v = 0 in D, . Kow since v is real analytic in SZ it must be identically 
zero in W. 
PROOF (of the theorem). Let G (G : 9 x W x T + R) be the Green’s 
function for A in W and let GV (G, : .3? x M! x 1’-+ R) be its normal 
derivative (with respect to its second variable). Then, as is well-known, 
G(x, Y, t) = f a&) dy) expPd1 
1 
for X, y E W, t E I’. Here the {ak} are the normalized eigenfunctions of A in 
5%’ and the { - A,} are the associated eigenvalues so 
Au, + &a, -- 0. ak Is,* =: 0, Iyak 11 = 1; A, :- 0. (2) 
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Recall that the {ak} form an orthonormal basis for L&(W). Similarly 
Gy(x, Y, 2) = f 44 MY) exp[&3] 
1 
(3) 
for x E 92, y E 89, t E T, where bk(y) = a&y) = vy * Vu,(y) (except on the 
subset-assumed negligible-ofy E 89 where vy is undefined). We have, then, 
the following integral representation for Lw: 
LW@) = j” j G,(x, y, - t) u(y, t) dy dt. 
-I a9 
(4) 
The set A being open in %? x T, there must be sets B, To such that B 
is a nonempty open subset of 2%’ and I;, is a closed subinterval of 
T(T, = [- a, - /3] with 0 < p < 01 < 1) and such that B x To C A. 
We will show later that the set of “cross-sections” 
A’ = {GY(., y, t) : y E B, t E To} 
(for y E B, t E To , we think of G,( ., y, t) as an element of 92(~)) generates 
LZ$%‘). Therefore, any u.+ E 2?L(W) can be approximated arbitrarily closely 
by finite sums of the form 
f cnG(., in 9 a> (5) 
1 
withy, E B, t,, E To. For any S > 0, we may now find nonnegative continu- 
ous functions Bn = B,(y, t) [(y, t) E 292 x 2’1 with support in 
NY, q : I y - Yn ! < 4 i t - t, I < s> 
(which will be in A for small enough a), such that 
0 
IS -1 aw MY, t) dY dt = 1. 
By using (4) and the continuity in y of G, , it follows that 
= i C, j”,j,, Gk, Y, t) f%(y, t) dy dt 
can be made to approximate (5)-and, therefore, u.+ . Thus the proof will be 
complete once it is shown that the set ~3 generates 64;(W). 
Suppose, to the contrary, that s&A’) were not dense in 9&?2). There 
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would then exist a nontrivial v E&I; that is, there would exist y E pa(W) 
such that p f 0 but 
0 = (P, G,(,>Y, t)> (Y E & t E To). (6) 
Expanding cp in terms of the orthonormal basis {a,} gives v -: x fiBal, with 
)BK = (p;, a&. We shall obtain a contradiction by showing that (6) implies 
BP = 0 for all k. 
For any fixed y E 2%’ we may define a functionf in a right half-plane by 
f(z) =f(z; Y> = f ,&A(Y) exP[- u4 
1 
(7) 
Absolute convergence of the series in (7) for a = - t, (to E T,) follows from 
the observation that G,(*, y, to) E Y..(9) and has expansion coefficients 
MY) exp[b&l>. Th is implies uniform absolute convergence of the series for 
Re z > - t, (if t, E T,), so f is holomorphic in this right half-plane. Sub- 
stituting (3) into (6) we deduce, for any y E B, that f(z) = 0 for all real 
z E [p, a], (recall that 7’” .= [- 01, - p]) whence f(z) is identically zero. 
If we collect the terms in (7) associated with multiple eigenvalues, we 
obtain 
f(z) = C 75 exp[- PA (8) 
i 
where the {pj} are the distinct eigenvalues of d in W and 
Yj = l?(Y) = c B/MY); Kj = {k : A, = pj}m (9) 
kcK, 
Setting, for each j, 
4 = c A% 
kEKj 
we have 
ddj + /Ajdj = 0, &j I@ = 0, a,4 lag = 73 - (10) 
Since f(z) = 0 for y E B, it is easy to see that each ri(y) must vanish for 
such y; thus, a,& 1s = 0. By the lemma, (10) now implies the vanishing of C& 
so /Ik = 0 for k E Kj , j = 1, 2,... (i.e., for all k). This contradicts the assump- 
tion v # 0 and completes the proof. 
The proof remains valid for certain parabolic equations other than the 
heat equation; i.e., with (1, a) replaced by 
u’ = ru, (1, a’) 
where r is an elliptic operator (independent of t) which is densely defined 
in 9’s(W) and such that the eigenfunctions {+} form an orthonormal basis 
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(relative to some convenient inner product on .Zz(9)) and provide a Green’s 
function with G,(., y, t) E L&(W) f or “enough” (y, t) and satisfying (4). The 
proof of the lemma would then require more delicate methods (see for 
example, Pederson [2]). 
Sote that if measures (on 89 x T) are admitted as control “functions,” the 
restrictions on the set A of the theorem could be weakened-without essentially 
changing the proof-to the requirement that A contains a subset A’ such that 
T, = {t E T : (y, t) E A’} is an infinite set with a nonzero limit point, 
B = {y E 8% ; TV Z fl} is a determining set for d in &’ 
(By a determining set, we mean a subset of aa such that the conclusion of the lemma 
holds.) 
The authors wish to thank Professor R. J. Duffin for some helpful comments. 
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